
 

Customer Voice Canvas 

Customer Voice Canvas was created by SlapFive. Use, modify, and share to your heart’s content. See slapfive.com for more resources.                     

 

Company: ___________________   Program Owner: ___________________ 
 

 

 

1. What are your top go-to-market initiatives/priorities for next 6-12 months? 2. How will you determine success of your program? 

  

6. 
Priority 

3. What challenges & opportunities do you face 
when executing those initiatives? 
Perceptions, questions, fears, doubts, etc. 

4. What insights can we capture from 
customers to knock down those challenges? 
We will turn these into Prompt questions. 

5. How will we assemble and deliver these 
stories to address the challenge or 
opportunity? 

    

    

    

    

    



 

Customer Voice Canvas 

Customer Voice Canvas was created by SlapFive. Use, modify, and share to your heart’s content. See slapfive.com for more resources.                     

 

Instructions 

The Customer Voice Canvas guides you in flipping the traditional forms of customer engagement and evidence on its head, and 

taking a more strategic, surgical approach to customer voice that has measurable impact on acquiring, retaining, and expanding 

customers.  

 

Here’s how you fill it out: 

1. List out your top go-to-market initiatives/priorities for the next 6-12 months. 

2. Determine how you’ll assess the success of your customer voice program. What does success look like? 

3. Surface the biggest market challenges that keep you from achieving those initiatives. These can be perceptions, objections, 
questions, fears, doubts, competitor lies…just about any obstacle or opportunity. 

4. Determine the customer insights that if captured, would knock down these biggest market challenges. These insights are 
knowledge, experiences, and advice from customers. We’ll express them as questions to ask your customers to capture their 
stories. 

5. Start to map out how you envision using these customer stories. How will you combine stories to support your use case? In what 
channels will you use these stories? 

6. Prioritize your list, and now you have a roadmap for the top use cases for unleashing the customer voice. 

 

Alternative 1:   

If you’re using this tool to make the case for why you need to change rather than guiding you through the change, replace step 5 

with this: 

5. Give an honest assessment on how well your current customer stories communicate the insights from Step 4. 

 


